
BREWERY : BEER LOCATION ABV%/IBU STYLE
1. See you @  : Just Tap'd Beer Fest ! 0 : 0

2. Stoneface Brewing : Porter Newington : NH Porter
Porter utilizes a myriad of dark malts that impart coffee and chocolate notes. This roasty profile makes for a smooth, medium bodied,
balanced beer with a slightly dry finish.

3. See you @  : Just Tap'd Beer Fest ! 0 : 0

4. Bells : Oberon Kalamazoo : MI 5.8/23 Wheat Ale
Oberon is a wheat ale fermented with our signature house ale yeast, mixing a spicy hop character with mildly fruity aromas. Made with only
4 ingredients, and without the use of any spices or fruit, Oberon is the color and scent of sunny afternoon.

5. Creature Comforts : Bibo Athens : Georgia Pilsner
A true Pilsner with ingredients from different countries that has a pronounced continental hop flavor and aroma in a incredibly well-balanced
package.

6. Founders : Breakfast Stout Grand Rapids : MI 8.3/60 Imperial Stout
Brewed with an abundance of flaked oats, chocolates & coffee, this stout has an intense fresh-roasted java nose topped with a frothy,
cinnamon-colored head that goes forever.

7. Founders : All Day IPA Grand Rapids : MI IPA
The beer you’ve been waiting for. Keeps your taste satisfied while keeping your senses sharp. An all-day IPA naturally brewed with a
complex array of malts, grains and hops. Balanced for optimal aromatics and a clean finish. The perfect reward for an honest day’s work
and the ultimate companion to celebrate life’s simple pleasures.5.25

8. Creature Comforts : Athena Paradiso Athens : Georgia Berliner Weisse
Athena Paradiso is a refreshing, gently tart German-style wheat beer brewed with a house blend of lactobacillus and a variety of fruit juices
and purees. This version of Athena Paradiso is brewed with tart cherry, raspberry, and cranberry.

9. Parish : Envie Broussard : LA Pale Ale
This delicious pale ale is juicy, hazy, and crushable. A totally new-school take on an old-school American craft beer, Envie is bursting with
glorious hop aromas of mango, lychee, orange, and other tropical fruits. This beer pulls of the incredible feat of having the best juicy
qualities of hops but none of the harsh, bitter finish you may be used to.

10. Fall Line : Limestruck Macon : GA Gose
The perfect summer seasonal! Light, sour, easy to drink and even better on the beach. This traditional style Gose is brewed with key lime
puree for extra tartness.

11. Three Taverns : Lord Grey Atlanta : GA Sour Ale
Brewed in collaboration with the Porter Beer Bar, this very limited lacto-fermented sour balances beautifully against flavors of lavender and
bergamot from the Earl Grey tea.

12. Tivoli Brewing Company : Trippy's Red Ale Denver : CO Red Ale or Irish Red Ale
This ale is brewed with El Dorado hops giving it semi-sweet, tropical flavors and biscuit finish.

13. Untitled Art : Black Lager Waunakee : WI Black Lager
Black Lager with Midnight Wheat, Citra, Hallertau Blanc Hops.

14. Lagunitas : IPA Petaluma : CA IPA
Lagunitas IPA was our first seasonal way back in 1995. The recipe was formulated with malt and hops working together to balance it all out
on your ‘buds so you can knock back more than one without wearing yourself out. Big on the aroma with a hoppy-sweet finish that’ll leave
you wantin’ another sip.

15. Southern Brewing : Panama City Sunset Athens : GA Berliner Weisse
Red and Black base fermented on pineapple and blood orange.

16. Creature Comforts : Fruit Circus Athens : GA IPA
Hazy and intensely hopped, this fruit-forward Imperial IPA is sure to be a showstopper. A vibrant blend of passion fruit and hops performs a
bold act that will entertain your tastebuds.

17. Fall Line Brewing  : Yoshi Macon : GA Pilsner
With over 300,000 Yoshino cherry blossoms in the Macon area, we can’t help but pay homage to our home town. Proudly brewed in
Macon, GA, this beer is light and refreshing with hints of cherry.

18. Southern Tier : Citra Fog Lakewood : NY
Citra Fog, Southern Tier’s newest Hazy IPA, has silky, luscious citrus and ripe, juicy mandarin notes to revolutionize your taste buds. Our
special brewing process allows fruit-forward Citra, Mandarina Bavaria and Mosaic hops to spend all their time creating a pillowy soft, juicy
experience with no bitterness. The result is the most crushable, hazy IPA in the game.

19. See you @  : Just Tap'd Beer Fest ! 0 : 0

20. Back Forty : Cart Barn Light Birmingham : AL Pilsner
Cart Barn Light is our crisp and light-bodied version of a classic American beer style. Created in collaboration with the world famous Robert
Trent Jones Golf Trail, Cart Barn Light probably won't improve your short game, but it sure is refreshing.

21. New Belgium Brewing : Fat Tire Asheville : NC 5.2/15 Amber Ale
Fat Tire blends a subtle malt presence with a slightly fruity hop profile and crisp finish, to create a bright and balanced beer that drinks
easy, anywhere.
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22. Fox City / Fall Line : Along The Fox Line Forsyth : GA 5.4/19 Blonde Ale
A light and refreshing beer. The addition of rice gives this ale a unique and mellow character. Perfect for warm summer days or anytime
you want a flavorful, easy-drinking beer.

23. Fox City / Fall Line : Weeble Wobble Forsyth : GA Baltic Porter
A chocolate forward Baltic Porter with a hint of smokiness. Unlike most porter styles, this beer style is fermented with lager yeast to give it a
lovely soft fermentation profile. Aged on oak and cacao nibs. This beer wade in collaboration with Fall Line Brewing in Macon, GA.

24. Just Tap'd | House Beer  : Fall Line Lager Macon : GA Lager
Locally made right here in downtown Macon, Fall Line Lager is a light, crushable beer that tastes like beer. Easy to drink and great for
traditional, American lager drinkers looking to try a locally made craft option.

25. Yazoo Brewing : Dos Perros Madison : TN Lager
Many Mexican beer styles today are descendants of old Austrian styles, from when Austria ruled Mexico in the late 19th century. Our Dos
Perros is made with German Munich malt, English Pale malt, and Chocolate malt, and hopped with Perle and Saaz hops.  To lighten the
body, as many Mexican brewers do, we add a small portion of flaked maize.  The result is a wonderfully bready malt aroma, balanced with
some maize sweetness and a noble hop finish.

26. Parish Brewing Company : Canebrake Broussard : LA Wheat Ale
A true original, Canebrake has been our best-selling beer since 2010. This refreshing American wheat drinks easy and highlights
honey-sweet remnants of Louisiana sugarcane and notes of citrus on the finish from Cascade hops picked from our favorite farm in
Oregon.

27. Southern Tier : Juice Jolt Lakewood : NY 6.8/20
Southern Tier’s JUICE JOLT is a blast of fruit juice flavor. This Extra Juicy IPA is bursting with tropical fruit flavor at an easy drinking 6.8%
ABV. Juice Jolt delivers a punch of delicious fruit juice with an intense aroma to match. Caution this IPA is Too Juicy!

28. Stone : Tangerine Express San Marcos : CA IPA
An India pale ale packed with whole tangerine & pineapple

29. Creature Comforts : Tropicalia Athens : GA IPA
Tropicália® is a balanced, soft, and juicy IPA. A hop aroma of citrus and ripe passion fruit leads into a full, fruit-forward hop flavor that
washes over the palate, and ends with a subtle bitterness.

30. Monday Night : Juice Raptor Atlanta : GA New England IPA
Straight from the Jurassic Jungle of Juice comes a contemporary IPA dripping with lush tropical flavors. Brewed with El Dorado, Mosaic,
Simcoe Cryo, and Citra Cryo hops, Juice Raptor disarms unsuspecting sippers with a smack of seductive citrus. Notes of ripe pineapple,
grapefruit, mango, and orange deliciously collide. Perhaps Juice Raptor’s greatest trick is it’s deceptively smooth. You’ll be tempted to
crush it—but at 6.9% ABV, it may end up crushing you.

31. Terrapin : Hopsecutioner Athens : GA DIPA
This Killer IPA earns its title by being brewed with six different hops to create an aggressive yet exceptionally, well-balanced beer. Look for
notes of pine and grapefruit balanced by caramelized malt.

32. Fox City : Towaliga Slow Float Forsyth : GA Stout
Our Irish Dry Stout is distinctively dark with a rich, creamy head. We created the perfect balance between bitter and sweet, blending malt
and coffee notes to leave a smooth finish.

33. See you @  : Just Tap'd Beer Fest ! 0 : 0

34. Dogfish Head : 60 Minute IPA Milton : DE 6.0/60 IPA
Brewed using Northwest hops, we boil this continually for a full 60 minutes to create a bold and timeless flavor. Continually hopped to
deliver a pungently, citrusy, grassy hop flavor without being crushingly bitter.

35. Wicked Weed : Pernicious Ashville : NC IPA
Pernicious implies influence that is harmful in a way not easily noticed. This beer is harmful, not because of overwhelming hop bitterness,
but because its balanced brightness insidiously ruins your expectations for all other IPAs. This hop delivery vehicle is crafted to enjoy fresh
and often and because of its drinkability and clean finish you’ll never look at IPAs the same again. The harm is done.

36. See you @ : Just Tap'd Beer Fest ! 0 : 0

37. Untitled Art : Beer Beer Waunakee : WI Pilsner
Pilsner made with Hallertau, Mittlefruh, and Strata hops

38. Fall Line Brewing : Midnight Munchies Macon : GA Stout
Oatmeal Raisin Stout brewed with ginger, cinnamon, and nutmeg.

39. Steady Hand Beer Co. : Puffy Jacket Atlanta : GA Stout
Puffy Jacket Stout is a 6% coffee and Vanilla Milk stout brewed in collaboration with Coffee Man Coffee. This delicious brew has notes of
coffee, sweetness from the vanilla, and a balanced taste. Easy Drinking and perfect for the cold weather.

40. Stillfire Brewing Co : Hoochie Momma Milk Stout NITRO Suwanee : GA Stout
Hoochie is a bold and rich interpretation of stout. Clocking in at 7%, the base features numerous malts to provide a complex blend of
creamy chocolate, toffee, coffee, biscuit, and bread crusts. A small amount of milk sugar smooths the finish and provides a pleasant mild
sweetness to balance the roasted character. Not unlike an espresso with cream to cut the roast, Hoochie Mama could easily become your
go to stout.
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41. Allagash : White Portland : ME Witbier

Allagash White features a refreshing balance of citrus and spice. Coriander and Curaçao orange peel round out the flavor of this hazy
Belgian-style wheat beer.

42. See you @  : Just Tap'd Beer Fest ! 0 : 0

43. See you @  : Just Tap'd Beer Fest ! 0 : 0

44. Abita : Purple Haze Abita Springs : Louisiana 4.2/13 Lager
Purple Haze is a lager brewed with real raspberries added after filtration. It is brewed with pilsner and wheat malts and Vanguard hops. The
berries add a fruity aroma, tartly sweet taste and a subtle purple color and haze...you may see fruit pulp in the beer.

45. Terrapin : Los Bravos Athens : Georgia Lager
A Czech-Mex Lager brewed with Pilsner malt, Sterling hops, and a generous amount of flaked maize that lightens the body, resulting in a
crisp, crushable lager beer.

46. See you @ : Just Tap'd Beer Fest ! 0 : 0

47. Fall Line Brewing  : Daily Rind Macon : GA Wheat Ale
Brewed with Tangerine puree and Orange peel. It's fruity and light and perfect for floating down the river or a day at the lake.

48. Southern Brewing : Red and Black Athens : GA Sour Ale
This Berliner-Weiss features tons of raspberries and blackberries giving it a beautiful red color. It’s bright, tart, and mildly sweet with lots of
fruit flavor.

49. Highland Brewing Company : Cerveza Asheville : NC 5.0/20 Lager
Bring the sunshine! This Mexican-style lager is malty & crisp with a hint of lime.

50. Firemaker : Cherry Bake Sale Atlanta : GA Sour Ale
Fire Maker’s Session Sour Series is created from seasonal fruits, spice, and everything nice. This series is celestially sour, strong spirited,
but sweet in nature. Our unique sour ale blooms with flavors from real cherries and cinnamon. Put a cherry on top of your day with this fan
favorite treat!

51. Round Trip : Theresa's Meadow Atlanta : GA 4.3/12 Hefeweizen
Traditional Hefeweizen with malted and unmalted wheat and a touch of German hops.

52. Fall Line : Cloudbreaker Macon : GA New England IPA
A juicy IPA with subtle hints of pineapple and mango. Perfect for day drinking. Keep your head in the clouds and a beer in your hand.

53. Steady Hand : Lager Atlanta : Ga Lager
Light bodied Premium Lager. Crisp and dry with a light hoppiness with sublet notes of lemon, peach, and stonefruit and a pleasant hop
finish. 100% regionally sourced malts.

54. Two Tides : Rhyming Numbers Vol. 7 Savannah : GA Pale Ale
It’s easy.
Brand new pale ale, intended to reminisce on simpler times and provide easy crushing suds while still pushing the envelope of hop
complexity and flavor maximization. Hopped with a touch of Citra, and dominated with both east coast-grown Vista and west coast-grown
Vista, a newer hop varietal that’s bringing some ripe honeydew tropical tangerine pine nettle vibes

55. See you @  : Just Tap'd Beer Fest ! 0 : 0

56. Parish Brewing : Ghost in the Machine Broussard : Louisiana DIPA
Welcome to the future. Our collective human consciousness, or Ghost in the Machine, has gained a tolerance for hops beyond what
mankind has ever known before. This double India Pale Ale is the necessary outcome. Brewed with obscene quantities of hand-selected
Citra hops from our favorite farm in Yakima Valley, WA. Expect pungent grapefruit aromas and flavors, tropical fruit, and less harsh
bitterness than most IIPAs.

57. Scofflaw : Basement IPA Atlanta : GA 6.5/55 IPA
The first IPA from our original basement brewery. This one’s made for people who like to do things their own way – just like us.It’s Dank,
Juicy, and stacked to the brim with Citra hops.

58. See you @  : Just Tap'd Beer Fest ! 0 : 0

59. California Cider : Ace Space Sebastopol : CA Cider
Pure, unfiltered blood orange puree gives a beautiful orange hue and tart citrus finish.

60. Blake's Hard Cider : Cherry Limeade Armada : MI Cider
Cannonball into a pool of citrus and sweet with your new main squeeze. Good times are only a floatie away with every lip-smacking sip of
this bright and balanced hard cider.

61. Newtopia Cyder : Chai Me A River San Diego : California Cider
Our Gold Medal Winner "Chai Me A River" is a blend of Fuji, Gala, Honey Crisp, Red Delicious and Granny Smith... This apple pie chai
spiced cider drinks nicely cold or hot. Light. Crisp. Clean refreshing cider.

62. North Coast : Old Rasputin Nitro Fort Bragg : CA 9.0/75 Imperial Stout
A rich, intense brew with big complex flavors and a warming finish.
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63. Georgia Beer : Field Party Valdosta : GA Blonde Ale

This All-American ale is great at the lake, by the beach, or gathered around a fire with friends. It is crisp and refreshing, with a combination
of body and flavor to remind you this beer is handmade. A simple yet precise blend of American 2-row, Carapils, flaked maize and
Willamette hops result in a smooth, clean finish.

64. Stone : Sublimely Self Righteous Escondido : CA Black IPA
Dark and milk chocolate, orange, raspberry, pine resin, tropical fruit, with hints of coffee.First brewed in 2007 as the Stone 11th Anniversary
Ale, this ale was an instant hit.


